RISKS OF VACCINATION: A REVIEW
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ABSTRACT: To be granted a product license, a vaccine must present adequate quality, safety and efficacy. Studies on these criteria often utilize target species in a laboratory setting. Vaccines that had been proven effective during laboratory analysis may not present the same features when sold on a large scale, after encountering field conditions, and furthermore, can even produce complications. Measures are already in place to detect adverse reactions as reported by veterinarians to manufacturers, so that vaccines under suspicion of failing can be identified and investigated. The present review article describes the main problems, specifically adverse reactions and lack of efficacy, that have been encountered following release of vaccines for general use.
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INTRODUCTION

Safety is a concept that does not rest on well understood and generally accepted boundaries. Although the word “safety” may be explained as a state in which humans and other animals are uninjured, whole and healthy, the extension of this definition to the more abstract, universalized and future state of safety raises questions (1).

A vaccine may be considered unsafe when it causes disease or harm to a recipient or any individual associated with its production or delivery process. A vaccine that presents maximum safety is normally the product of a consistently well run process, the components of which have been thoroughly pretested before admittance into mainstream production.

Vaccination safety i.e., ensuring and monitoring the safety of all aspects of immunization, including vaccine quality, storage and handling, vaccine administration and disposal of sharps, remains a major challenge (2). Immunization can cause adverse events, ranging from inherent properties of vaccines to some error in the immunization process. The aim of effective vaccination is the generation of memory cells, namely memory B and memory T cells that are responsible for providing a fast and efficient immunity in a second contact with specific antigens (3, 4).

Vaccines, in contrast to other pharmaceutical products, are administered to healthy subjects because they aim to prevent, not to treat (5). Vaccines currently recommended for use in food animals and equine medicine and those given to pets consist mostly of dead bacteria and inactivated viruses, live attenuated bacteria and viruses, subunits of synthetic peptides, and toxoid vaccines produced by methods, or modifications of methods, that have been employed for decades (6).

Effective vaccines, developed for use in livestock, are expected to reduce the incidence and severity of diseases (7). However, reports of poor efficacy and unsightly reactions at the inoculation site have led to much confusion among livestock owners about the choice of vaccine (8).

Mild local and systemic reactions to vaccines are likely to be a natural consequence of vigorous stimulation of the immune system. Dramatic adverse responses are occasionally observed due to mistakes during production or handling of the products. More often, reactions are consequences of disobeying label instructions, particularly their restrictions against using vaccines only in healthy animals (9). It is important to publish well-documented instances of adverse vaccine reactions so that producers
and users of these products can learn from previous experiences and avoid similar problems.

Animals affected by immunization side effects may show symptoms within a few minutes or, sometimes, after a delay of several hours. In the acute fulminating type of reaction, animals show labored breathing (dyspnea), sweating, incoordination, prostration, sporadic violence, severe colic symptoms, frothy blood-stained discharge from the mouth and nostrils, and sometimes anal discharge followed by death (10). Some policies are already in place to detect adverse vaccine reactions through reports from veterinarians to manufacturers, so that products under suspicion of failure can be identified and investigated. The present study describes the two main problems that have been encountered subsequent to release of vaccines for general use; adverse reactions and lack of efficacy.

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Many types of adverse responses have been reported following vaccination, ranging from mild reaction (at the injection site) to more serious side effects (Table 1). Anaphylaxis and some autoimmune diseases such as immune-mediated hemolytic anemia are also adverse reactions to vaccination (11). One report clearly documents the elevation in humoral aspect but depression of cellular and innate immunity in a dog two weeks after immunization (12). However, post-vaccine immunosuppression is not a consistent observation among studies (13-15). Vaccination-induced immunosuppression may be sufficient to permit the development of severe diseases in animals that are already carrying subclinical opportunistic pathogens (16).

Table 1. Post-vaccination adverse reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Type of Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Not related to vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Lump or swelling at the injection site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Facial swelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Systemic signs, fever, vomiting, diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, shock, collapse, death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Novak W (17).
Care must be taken to ensure that vaccines are not administered through an inappropriate route, either directly or indirectly. It has been reported that accidental intranasal administration of vaccines against feline respiratory diseases, which should be inoculated subcutaneously, may result in replication of viruses in the animal’s oropharynx and other clinical diseases. Similarly, accidental infection of susceptible non-target hosts with vaccinal virus may lead to serious problems, for example, encephalitis in young dogs caused by canine distemper vaccine given to their dam in a booster dose when puppies were three days old (18).

Adverse reactions caused by incorrect procedures of storage, handling or administration are particularly interesting because they are more frequent than events associated with intrinsic properties of vaccines and can be easily resolved (Table 2). For instance, post-vaccinal distemper encephalitis is a rare condition that can occur after administration of a modified live-virus canine distemper vaccine. The affected animal may present aggression, incoordination and seizures or other neurological signs. The pathogenesis of this condition is unknown but may be due to residual virulence, increased susceptibility to, or triggering of, a latent paramyxovirus by the vaccine (19).

### Table 2. Inappropriate procedures and associated adverse events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Potential adverse event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect storage</td>
<td>Local reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect injection site or technique</td>
<td>Local reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-sterile procedures</td>
<td>Local reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contamination of vaccines or syringes</td>
<td>Toxic shock syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraindications ignored</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong diluents or substitution with another drug</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from: Albert ET (20).

The key to managing adverse events is communication. Anticipatory guidance should always be given to animal owners in the form of information on type and frequency of adverse events that could be experienced.

Anaphylaxis is a serious and potentially fatal hypersensitivity reaction that leads to a variety of distressing symptoms. Besides antigens, vaccines contain several other components including preservatives, adjuvants and manufacturing residues. In this
context, it is not always clear which compound may be responsible for allergic reactions. For example, in some vaccines, gelatin and egg proteins are present at levels sufficient to induce hypersensitivity (21). However, the levels of mercury, aluminum, formaldehyde, albumin and antibiotics that are present in vaccines have not been shown to be harmful to humans or experimental animals (22).

Vaccination has been linked to a range of autoimmune disorders (particularly in dogs) including immune-mediated hemolytic anemia (IMHA), immune-mediated thrombocytopenia (IMTP), polyneuritis and polyarthritis (11, 23, 24). There are few data that define the mechanism by which these associations may arise, although hypothetically a number of possibilities could be proposed, including disturbance of immunoregulation by vaccination; non-specific immune activation via adjuvants or microbe-derived “superantigen” exposed to cross-reactive tissue protein incorporated into vaccines; and molecular mimicry between autoantigens and vaccinal microbes (25).

Local injection-site reactions are rarely reported in pets, although it is clear that tissue inflammation does occur at vaccination sites, particularly on account of adjuvant products. The most visible of local reactions consist of the range of aggressive feline sarcoma in which adjuvant-induced chronic inflammation may trigger genetic changes that underlie neoplasia (26, 27).

In some cases, following vaccination, a lump appears at the inoculation site and may result in abscesses after infection enters through the pierced skin. The lumps are hard and fibrous, and arise when a vaccine that should be injected into deep intramuscular tissues leaks out into shallower subcutaneous tissues. In some animals, administration of alum-precipitated vaccine results in a local reaction that gradually leads to induration resulting in persistent hard lump (28).

Similarly, type IV or cell-mediated hypersensitivity reactions may occur in response to vaccination but a more common reaction is granuloma formation at the inoculation site. This may be a response to depot adjuvants that produce larger and more persistent lesions at inoculation sites than vaccines containing alum or aluminum hydroxide (19).

Other phenomena known as “physiological reactions” occur after vaccination. One example of these responses is the rise of 1.2 to 1.5% in rectal temperature in some animals 24 hours after vaccination against hemorrhagic septicemia; but the temperature usually returns to its normal value at 48 hours, except for buffaloes (in
which the elevation persists slightly longer) (29). Analogous reactions were observed by Shah Najmul (30), studying the effects of single- (2 mL) and double-dose administration of oil adjuvant vaccine to five healthy buffalo calves aged from six to eight months, who found approximately a 2°C rise in body temperature at six hours after vaccination. The respiration rate and feed intake remained unaffected. Two calves showed a mild transient depression at six hours after vaccination.

LACK OF EFFICACY
Veterinary vaccines from different manufacturers can vary in their potency, efficacy and duration of immunity. Failure of vaccines to adequately protect from infectious disease is clearly a serious problem, but is more often due to inappropriate administration or administration to immunosuppressed or immunodeficient individuals, than to batches of subnormal efficacy (31). Moreover, it is important to remember that no current vaccine can claim 100% efficacy on the basis of experimental challenge or field studies. It has long been recognized that some dog breeds (such as Rottweiler and Doberman Pinscher) present increased susceptibility to parvoviral enteritis that may be related to suboptimal response to vaccination, although specific studies have not addressed the mechanism by which this might occur (32).

Efficacy can also be reduced by storage or reconstitution conditions; only small doses of live organisms are found in attenuated vaccines and these organisms may be killed by poor handling. Similarly, malnutrition can suppress immune response by decreasing availability of nutrients for cell division and protein synthesis.

A vaccine failure is relatively easy to detect when animals develop an acute infection, but is much less likely to be suspected when the infection is chronic or when the agent is absent from the community (18).

CONCLUSIONS
Certain factors including vaccine, immunized organism and environment influence the product efficacy. Vaccination risks may range from severe adverse responses to lack of efficacy. However, correct storage, improved inoculation technique and animal screening before immunization for concurrent infection may improve effectiveness by decreasing the incidence of adverse reactions. Finally, veterinarians
should use only licensed vaccines and carefully follow manufacturer recommendations to avoid the risks.
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